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Abstract

In this paper we investigate the problem of con�
trolled synchronization as a regulator problem� In
controlled synchronization one is given autonomous
transmitter dynamics and controlled receiver dynam�
ics� The question is to �nd a �output� feedback con�
troller that achieves matching between transmitter and
controlled receiver� Several variants of the problem
where the standard solvability assumptions for the reg�
ulator problem are not met turn out to have a solution�
Simulations on two standard synchronization examples
are also included�

� Introduction

The regulator problem is a central problem in control
theory and deals with the asymptotic tracking of cer�
tain classes of prescribed trajectories and asymptotic
rejection of undesired disturbances� Over the years� the
problem has received a lot of attention� For linear sys�
tems the regulator problem was extensively studied in
�	
 and ��
� For nonlinear systems� the problem was �rst
studied in ��
 and afterwards in �
 on the one hand and
��
 on the other hand� An account of the state of the
art on the problem� including both the linear and the
nonlinear setting� is given in the book ��
�

Essential in the regulator problem is that in any of the
solutions to the problem the required feedback compen�
sator incorporates an internal model of the exosystem
that generates the command signals and the exogenous
disturbances� cf� ��
� Typically� the solution to the reg�
ulator problem presented in ��
���
 is a local one around
an equilibrium point of the exosystem� Further� an

�This paper is to appear in the Proceedings of the ���� Con�
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important hypothesis in ��
���
 is that the equilibrium
point is stable� while all points in the neighborhood of
the equilibrium point are Poisson stable� Recall that
a point w� is called Poisson stable for a �ow �t��� if
�t�w�� is de�ned for all t � IR and for every neigh�
borhood U of w� and every T � � there exist t� � T �
t� � �T such that �t��w��� �t��w�� � U � In particu�
lar� this hypothesis implies that the exosystem has a
critically stable linearization�

It is generally accepted that various controller design
problems can be cast into an appropriate variant of the
regulator problem� The purpose of this note is to show
that synchronization of two systems can� under suitable
hypotheses� be formulated as a regulator problem� This
would imply that in principle a number of �controlled�
synchronization problems become solvable through the
application of results from ��
� An easy example of the
same idea was dealt with in ��
� Unfortunately� in most
cases where one seeks a controller that achieves syn�
chronization� the more or less standard hypothesis of
Poisson stability is not ful�lled� Thus� further investi�
gation of the solvability of the corresponding regulator
problem is needed� We will show that this research can
be done successfully� although no complete characteri�
zation of the solvability is at hand�

This note is organized as follows� In the next section we
recapitulate essential background on synchronization
and controlled synchronization� Afterwards� in Section
�� we recast this within the context of a regulator prob�
lem� and a general preliminary result is presented and
illustrated by means of an example� As another exam�
ple of controlled synchronization when the hypotheses
in ��
���
 do not hold� we consider the controlled syn�
chronization of two coupled Van der Pol oscillators in
Section 	� In Section �� some conclusions are drawn�



� Controlled synchronization

Although di�erent formulations of what is called syn�
chronization exist� we adopt here a de�niton that cap�
tures the essential ideas of it� cf� ���
���
� Suppose two
systems are given��

�w � s�w�
y � ��w�

���

and �
�x � f�x� y�
� � ��x�

���

where both x and w are in IRn �or� more generally� in
the same Riemannian manifold�� We will assume that
the origin is one of the equilibrium points of ���� and
that ���� � �� System ��� is the so�called transmitter

�or master�� and system ��� is the receiver �or slave��
Synchronization of ��� and ��� occurs if� no matter how
��� and ��� are initialized� we have that asymptotically
their states will match� i�e��

lim
t���

kx�t��w�t�k � � ���

Typically� the receiver ��� depends on ��� via the
drive signal y � ��w�� which explains the transmit�
ter�receiver terminology� It is clear that synchroniza�
tion will only occur in particular cases� In a previous
paper� ���
� it was shown that an interpretation is to
view ��� as an observer for ��� given the output signal
��w�� So in those applications where one is able to de�
sign ��� freely� this provides a potential solution for the
synchronization problem� In most of the synchroniza�
tion literature �see e�g� ���
� however� the systems ���
and ��� are systems that are given beforehand� so that
no synchronization will occur in general� However� and
this is the viewpoint that we take in this paper� we may
consider a controlled version of the problem� in that we
allow the receiver dynamics also to depend on a control
variable u� that is� we replace ��� by

�x � f�x� y� u� �	�

The natural question now is to seek an appropriate
dynamic feedback of the form

u � ��z� �� y� ���

where z is driven by the dynamics

�z � k�z� �� y� ���

such that the resulting closed loop dynamics �	�����
synchronizes with ���� i�e�� ��� holds for ���	������ and
some appropriate stability requirements are ful�lled�
Note that this de�nition in a more general form is con�
tained in ��
� and typically brings the problem of con�
trolled synchronization within the scope of the regula�
tor problem�

� Controlled synchronization as a regulator

problem

The controlled synchronization problem as formulated
above can be viewed as a regulator problem� The ex�

osystem is given as ��� and generates the to�be�tracked
signals� �We require full state regulation of w� but ob�
viously variants are possible�� The plant is given as �	��
and we seek a compensator of the form ����� such that
the error e�t� �� x�t�� w�t� satis�es

lim
t���

e�t� � � ��

Additionally� we require the unforced closed loop dy�
namics �

�x � f�x� �� ��z� �� ���
�z � k�z� �� ��

���

to be asymptotically stable� Note that usually this re�
quirement is not explicitly included in the synchroniza�
tion problem� but is very natural in our context� Also
for synchronization purposes� this property seems quite
natural �but not absolutely necessary��� In particular�
in the secure communication context this requirement
implies that the receiver becomes silent when the trans�
mitter is silent�

It is clear that with the above conditions we have
brought the problem of controlled synchronization in
the framework of a regulator problem� Unfortunately�
in most applications of chaos synchronization �like e�g�
secure communication ����
�� the system ��� possesses
a chaotic attractor in which several equilibrium points
with un unstable linearization are embedded� This
means that one of the standard hypotheses from ��
 on
the exosystem �Poisson stability of the equilibrium� is
not met� Therefore� the results from ��
 are not directly
applicable� and this makes the controlled synchroniza�
tion problem di�cult�

In the following we want to show that despite the fact
that the transmitter�receiver dynamics do not satisfy
the standard Poisson stability requirements� it is pos�
sible to solve the corresponding regulator problem in
several cases� Our work can thus be viewed as an ex�
tension of the standard solutions of the regulator prob�
lem that have been given in ��
���
��
� The �rst variant
we treat consists of solving the regulator problem for
Lur�e�like systems� i�e�� linear systems with a nonlinear
output dependent feedback loop�

Theorem ��� Consider the transmitter�
�w � Aw � ��y�
y � Cw

���

and receiver �
�x � Ax� ��y� � Bu
� � Cx

����



with w� x � IRn u � IRm� and � a mapping of ap�

propriate dimensions� and A� B� C matrices of appro�

priate dimensions� Under the assumptions that �C�A�
is detectable and �A�B� is stabilizable� the controlled

synchronization problem is solvable�

Proof Since �C�A� is detectable� there exists a ma�
trix K such that all eigenvalues of A �KC are in the
open left half plane� Further� the fact that �A�B� is
stabilizable implies that there exists a matrix F such
that all eigenvalues of A�BF are in the open left half
plane� It is then readily checked that the following dy�
namic feedback solves the controlled synchronization
problem�

������
�����

��w � A �w �K��y � y� � ��y�
��x � A�x�K��� � �� � ��y� �Bu
�y � C �w
�� � C�x
u � F ��x� �w�

����

Below� we give an example of a chaotic transmitter and
receiver where the result can be applied�

Example ��� In this example� we take as the trans�
mitter the Chua circuit� which in dimensionless form is
described by the equations�
� �w�

�w�

�w�

�
A �

�
� ���m� � �� � �

� �� �
� �� �

�
A

	 
z �
A

�
� w�

w�

w�

�
A�

�
� ���m� �m��sat�w��

�
�

�
A

	 
z �
��w��

����
where sat��� is the saturation function given by
sat�w�� � �

��j w� � � j � j w� � � j�� For the param�
eter values � � ��	�� m� � �	


 � m� � ��

 � � � ���

this system is known to have a so called double scroll
chaotic attractor� in which three unstable equilibrium
points are embedded �see e�g� ��
�� We assume that
y � w� is the transmitted signal� so that ���� takes the
form ���� Note that with this choice of y the pair �C�A�
is observable� As the receiver� we take the system

�x � Ax� ��w�� � bu ����

where u � IR and b � IRn� Note that we now have
that for a generic choice of b the pair �A� b� is stabiliz�
able� Thus� all conditions of Theorem ��� are satis�ed
for a generic choice of b� In Figures ����� a simula�
tion is given for �������������� with b � �� � ��T � F �
��� � ��	� ��T � K � �		�� � ���
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� Controlled synchronization of coupled Van

der Pol systems

In this section we discuss the controlled synchroniza�
tion problem for a �controlled� Van der Pol equation�
Clearly� in this case the transmitter dynamics do not
meet the Poisson stability hypothesis� nor does this sys�
tem belong to the class of Lur�e�like systems of Section
�� Nevertheless� the regulator problem can in this case
be solved by means of static linear error feedback� pro�
vided the gain is su�ciently large� The analysis needed
involves some nontrivial classical results about time�
varying linear di�erential equations�

As transmitter dynamics we take a Van der Pol system
of the form��

�
�w� � w�

�w� � �w� � �w�
� � ��w�

y � w�

��	�

The only equilibrium of this system is the origin� which
is an unstable focus� Thus� the system ��	� does not
satisfy the hypotheses in ���
�� Further� it is well known
�see e�g� ��
� that this system has a limit cycle C that
is attracting for all initial points w��� � IR� � f�g�
Consider a solution �  w��t��  w��t�� that starts on C� and
let T denote its period� De�ne p�t� ��  w��t�� � �� By
modifying an argument in ���
� it may then be shown
that

!p ��
�

T

TZ
�

p�
 �d
 � � ����

As receiver dynamics� we take the following controlled
"copy# of ��	���

�x� � x� � �u
�x� � �w� � �w�

� � ��x� � �u
����

We are now interested in the question whether or not
both systems will synchronize by applying a static
�high�gain� error feedback u � �c�x� � w��� To
study this question� we introduce the error signals
ei �� xi � wi �i � �� ��� which� after feedback� satisfy��

�e� � ��ce� � e�
�e� � ��ce� � �w�

� � ��e�
���

Further� it follows from the fact that C is attracting and
the time�invariance of ��	� that ��� is exponentially
stable �and thus ��	� and ���� synchronize� if and only
if the following linear periodic di�erential equation is
exponentially stable��

�e�
�e�


�

� ��c �
��c �p�t�


	 
z �

A�t�

�
e�
e�


����

We now study the exponential stability of this di�er�
ential equation for three di�erent cases�

Case �� � � �
Note that one may assume without loss of generality
that � � �� The fundamental matrix $�t� t�� of ���� is
then given by

$�t� t�� �

�
exp��c�t � t��� ��t� t��

� exp�� R t
t�
p�
 �d
 �



where ��t� t�� ��
R t
t�
exp��c�t � 
 � � R �

t�
p���d��d
 �

From this form and ����� it is readily seen that ����
is �uniformly� exponentially stable if and only if c � ��
Thus� in this case synchronization of ��	� and ���� may
be achieved by an error feedback u � �c�x� � w���
where c � �� Note� however� that in this case the un�
forced closed loop dynamics ��� will have the form ����
with � � �� � � �� p�t� � ��� From this it is eas�
ily seen that the unforced closed loop dynamics will be
unstable� no matter how c is chosen�

Case �� � � �
One may now assume without loss of generality that
� � �� The unforced closed loop dynamics now have
the form ���� with � � �� � � �� p�t� � ��� From this
we see that also in this case the unforced closed loop
dynamics will be unstable� no matter how c is chosen�
De�ning  e� �� e��  e� �� e�c� � �� �c� we obtain the
following singularly perturbed di�erential equation�

�
� � e� �  e�
� e� � � e� � p�t� e�

����

Using methods from singular perturbation theory �see
e�g� ��	
� it may then be shown that ���� is �uniformly�
exponentially stable when � � � �i�e�� when c � ����
Thus� in this case synchronization of ��	� and ���� may
be achieved by high�gain error feedback�

We next investigate whether a reasonable lower bound
c� may be given so that ���� is exponentially stable
for all c � c�� To this end� we assume that p�t� is
di�erentiable� and de�ne

q�t� ��
�

	
p�t�� �

�

�
�p�t�� !q ��

�

T

Z T

�

jq�
 �jd


De�ne ��t� �� exp���
R t
� p�
 �d
 �e��t�� It then follows

that ��t� satis�es the Hill equation

%� � �c� q�t��� � �

A result from ���
 gives that the growth behavior of
solutions of this Hill equation is given by

��t� � O

�
exp

�
�

�
p
c

Z t

�

jq�
 �jd



From this result and the de�nition of ��t�� also a result
on the growth behavior of solutions of ���� may be ob�
tained� This result then gives that ���� is �uniformly�
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exponentially stable for all c � c�� where

c� ��

�
!q

!p

�

Simulations give that for ��	� we have !p � �	��� !q �
�		�� and thus c� � �	�� Further� simulations indicate
that in fact ��	� and ���� synchronize for all c � �	���
as is illustrated by means of a simulation in Figures
	��� Thus� the bound c� given above is a conservative
one�

Case �� � �� �� � �� �
Without loss of generality� we may assume that � �
�� The unforced closed loop dynamics now have the
form ���� with � � �� p�t� � ��� This gives that the
unforced closed loop dynamics is asymptotically stable
if and only if �� c � ��

De�ning  e��  e�� � as in Case �� we obtain the following

singularly perturbed di�erential equation�

�
� � e� � � e� �  e�
� e� � �� e� � p�t� e�

����

Application of Tikhonov�s Theorem �see e�g� ��	
� gives
that ���� is �uniformly� exponentially stable for � � �
�i�e�� when c� ��� if and only if the following di�er�
ential equation is �uniformly� exponentially stable�

�� � ��� � p�t���

It is readily checked that this di�erential equation is
uniformly exponentially stable when

� � �!p ����

Thus� in this case synchronization of ��	� and ����
may be achieved by high�gain error feedback when ����
holds�

De�ne pmax �� maxfp�t� j t � ��� T 
g� pmin ��
minfp�t� j t � ��� T 
g� Note that� since p�t� �
 w��t����� and there is a t � ��� T 
 such that  w��t� � ��
we have that pmin � ��� When � � �� it may then
be shown that ��	� and ���� synchronize when c � c��
where

c� � pmax � �� �
p
��pmax � 	�� ����

The proof of this claim proceeds as follows� Consider
the Riccati di�erential equation

�q � q� � �c� p�t��q � �c ����

It may then be shown that when c � c� we have that

qmax ��
�

�
���c� pmax� �

p
�c� pmax�� � 	�c�

and

qmin ��
�

�
���c � pmin��

p
�c � pmin�� � 	�c�

are real and satisfy qmin � qmax � �� Further� it may
be shown that

�q jq�qmin
� �� �q jq�qmax

� �

which implies that the interval �qmin� qmax
 is an invari�
ant set for ����� Let q�t� be a solution of ���� that starts
on �qmin� qmax
� Then we will have as a consequence of
the above that the matrix

Q�t� ��

�
q�t� �
� �

q�t�



is uniformly bounded and invertible for all t � �� Thus�
we will have that the time�varying coordinate change
y �� Q�t�e is well�de�ned� It may be shown that y
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Figure 	� Stability regions in ��� c��plane for Case �

satis�es the linear time�varying di�erential equation in
triangular form

�y �

�
q�t� � p�t� �

� �c

q�t�� ��q�t� � c�


y ��	�

Further� it may be shown that when c � c� we will have
that there exists a � � � such that q�t�� p�t����q�t��
c� � �� for all t � �� which gives that ��	� is uniformly
exponentially stable� Since Q�t� is uniformly bounded�
this immediately implies that also ���� is uniformly ex�
ponentially stable�

In Figure �� the numerically determined regions in the
��� c��plane where ��	� and ���� synchronize are indi�
cated� From this �gure� we draw the conclusion that
��	� and ���� synchronize for all values of � and c for
which the unforced closed loop dynamics are uniformly
exponentially stable� Further� when comparing Figure
� to the lower bound c� given in ����� we see that this
lower bound is very conservative�

� Conclusions

We have shown that the controlled synchronization
problem can be treated as a regulator problem� How�
ever� in most applications where synchronization plays
a role some of the standard assumptions for the solv�
ability of the regulator problem are not ful�lled� and we
are thus asked to �nd separate solvability conditions�
In a few case we have established that it is possible to
achieve such controlled synchronization and� in partic�
ular� we have shown that a few standard examples from
the synchronization literature admit a solution� Simu�
lations support our �ndings� and� in fact� suggest that
for the synchronization in the Van der Pol example in
Section 	 the bounds obtained are relatively conserva�
tive� It is therefore interesting to continue this research

and to see whether a more general set of solvability con�
ditions can be derived�
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